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Puzzle pattern bonanza: 100 patterns for jigsaw, stand-up, and inlay puzzles. â€œAnother terrific

woodworking book....These designs for stand-up and inlay puzzles are wonderful. Clear

instructions.â€•â€”Booklist. â€œMore than a pattern book. Well organized and illustrated... concisely

presented.â€•â€”Workbench.
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My first and favorite scroll saw pattern book. Great stand up puzzles, inlays, and some unusual

puzzles. Spielman's patterns are excellent designs, not just drawings cut into pieces. Quite a bit of

how-to included, from sawing to painting and finishing tips. Most patterns are of animals (standups

include: mouse, turtle, elephant, hippo, dog, bunnys...) (inlays include: bird, fish, turtle, whale...)

(unusual include: apple with dowel piece, large dowel puzzle) (one jigsaw pattern and how-twos,

and a stamp puzzle). A great book for any scroll saw library.

We are beginners with a scroll saw and came across this book. It is terrific! It gives a lot of how-to

information and the patterns are wonderfully clear. We've already made the adorable alligator; we'll

definitely be making more puzzles than we can give to our nieces and nephews; they are fun to

make so we will begin to make some for charity!

I am a beginner with the scroll saw and I wanted some easy and rewarding projects to start with.



This book really fit the bill.

I bought this book so my husband could make christmas presents for our kids with his new scroll

saw. I couldn't get him out of his shop. He found out what kind of wood to buy, how to use his new

saw, and he made the coolest puzzles - much more original than anything I've seen in stores. The

kids love their puzzles and play with them all day. I can't wait to see what else he creates from this

book.

Large collection of great patterns. A good way to get a lot of reward for a minimal amount of

investment in terms of tools and materials. I have as much fun making them as the kids do playing

with them. A decent range of patterns from simple shape/alphabet/number puzzles to more intricate

circus scenes and map of USA, etc.

Many of the patterns are printed on two pages, so you have to line up the halves to make a blank.

It's just an extra step that I've never seen before in other puzzle pattern books.
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